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Water availability and safety is a global and national

security issue, and sustainable management of this precious

resource is crucial. Even if there is big data collection and

availability, complexity in urban land-use patterns and

pollution sources, hydrological data analysis becomes

complex (Ay and Ozyildirim, 2018) due to non-linearity of

hydrological processes (Chapra, 2008). Computational

intelligence, nature-influenced computational techniques

and methods, plays crucial role in the big data analysis

(Kibria et al., 2018). Data-driven models along with

machine learning, a subset of Artificial Inelegancy (AI),

techniques has been emerging as an efficient multi-

functional tool in all scientific fields (Ghaith et al., 2020).

Studies show that the AI based modeling approaches give

close results to the real data for solution of linear or non-

linear systems (Ay & Ozyildirim, 2018). The application of

machine learning modeling approach in the urban watershed

like the District of Columbia (DC) has never been evaluated

to assess the District of Columbia's water issues. In 2019,

DC experienced one of the highest annual rainfalls in record

history. Combined sewer overflows, urban runoff and storm

water drainage, municipal point and non-point pollutant

sources, habitat modification and urbanization does major

damages to DC water bodies during wet season. The

following pictures are current situation at Rock Creek

Normastone Tributary typical Combined Sewer Overflow:
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Rock Creek watershed is the study site of this project, which

includes 16.8 square miles of land. The watershed includes

both the protected Natural Park Service park property and the

surrounding urban environment with dense development

activities. This watershed has 11 tributaries including Broad

Branch, Dumbarton Oaks, Fenwick Branch, Klingle Valley

Creek, Luzon Branch, Melvin Hazen Valley Branch,

Normanstone Creek, Pinehurst Branch, Piney Branch, Portal

Branch and Soapstone Creek are the 11 tributaries in the

district. Based on big data analysis, machine learning and AI

provide prediction . A conceptual relationship of big data

analysis, machine learning, and AI is presented as follows:

MATERIALS AND METHEOD RESULTS CONCLUSIONS

• The proposed ML mode is a conceptual model that needs

to be tested using a set of real-world data. The proposed

model is an AI based hybrid model which consists of both

data driven & process based models in order to predict

both qualitative and quantitative stormwater parameters

within the watershed.

• Data availability, data screening, selecting variables,

model integrating and final model calibration are required

for developing an accurate model.

• This ML model is a flat-form to future developers to test

the same approach to different watersheds allover the

world and to achieve more advanced and sustainable

stormwater management approaches.

• The proposed complex model is useful for policy makers,

city planners and developers in acquiring a complex

model that represents the complexity of real-world

impacts and patterns of stormwater within a given

watershed. It may also help city officials to prepare for

emergency situations targeting specific high vulnerable

people, locations, properties and neighborhoods by using

a sustainable approach.

• This preliminary study demonstrates the need of further

research in the application of machine learning for the

sustainable urban water resources management.
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• Dr. Tolessa Deksissa (tdeksissa@udc.edu)

• R. M. Prabashana P. Rathnayake (rmpp1988@gmail.com)

• Delineate the Rock Creek watershed within Washington,

DC using ArcGIS software application,

• Based on extensive literature review, to identify

available Artificial Intelligence (AI) based stormwater

management models and their applications.

• Develop the base for an integrated AI based model to

quantify & predict; quantitative & qualitative

stormwater parameters within a given watershed.
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The proposed integrated model requires developing four

separate models integrated into one AI based model:

1. Data driven modelling approach to calculate surface

runoff and peak-flow stagnation within the watershed.

2. Stormwater qualitative model made by connecting

process based & data driven models.

3. Data driven model to calculate the contribution of each

type of BMP towards water quality and downstream

peak flow.

4. GIS based data visualization flat-form for mapping and

data visualization.

The conceptual arrangement of the model is presented as

follows:
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The result of Rock Creek Watershed delineation is

presented as follows:

Big Data - The primary input of big data includes rainfall,

temperature, land-use and BMP data. The big data analysis

includes application of stochastic model and other physical

based models. Top-down and bottom-up are the two distinct

approaches that can be execute for big data analysis (Kibria et

al., 2018). Since we have access to massive amounts of

primary data, bottom-up approach can be implemented to

exploit the data and get insights.

Machine Learning (ML) can be brought up as a subspace of

AI (Kibria et al., 2018; Chandra, 2019). It trains computers to

learn and think as humans. In our approach, the input data

need to be analyzed with reference to the real-time water

quality data given from the onsite measuring stations. ML

approach will run supervised and unsupervised algorithms

over the data in-order to identify the patterns and trends of

water quality within the watershed.

AI goes beyond ML outputs, and predicts, prescribes plans

and suggests depend how we train the system. AI based

Artificial Neural Network (ANN), often referred as “black

box models” (Tufail et al., 2008) which imitate basic functions

of biological neuron (Tang et al., 2010; Tufail et al., 2008).

Since ANN models and their hybrids have been successfully

used in the modeling and prediction of water resource systems

(Ghaith et al., 2020; Ay et al., 2018; Khan et al, 2016; Tang et

al., 2010; Tufail et al., 2008.
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